THE WAVE/Face of God/The ONE
Part 5

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/10/2012 09:55 PM

[link to www.youtube.com] I assume this may or may not be the Wave, but these have increased
during the other laps of it. if you don't read Spanish, this is a recent sound that got a lot of attention
on Costa Rica, and they found no quake to match with it. Here's the article. [link to
www.costaricanewssite.com]
The you tube is more clear with headphones. Its only 17sec long.
Please post stuff here you think might be wave related and watch for it on glp and other places, or
post your own if you hear or feel something.
Also I plan at this time to reopen my forum Thursday morning.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 01/10/2012 09:56 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/10/2012 10:18 PM

Thread: Strange Sounds, Strange Rumblings, Sonic Booms, The Hum, Groaning, Earthquake
Connection, Electromagnetic Voices, POST YOUR RECORDINGS HERE current thread on glp
today that is pinned. On sound, rumblings etc, there are descriptions n it.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/10/2012 10:26 PM
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Dear Candace,
Greetings/Good Evening.

1. I have been witnessing the effects of the light from the photon belt. I noticed that you see our
planet's envelopment of the gamma rays happening in waves. The gamma rays are some from the
center of the Milky Way since October 2006 that are basically steady, but the ones coming in
waves, which I do detect periodically, I can feel them, are from craft.
2. Do you have any idea WHEN the force of this wave fully engulfs us? No, but "soon" where I am
watching it.
3. Am I correct in my understanding that our solar system is rotating around the Pleiades' central
sun? Yes. every about 26,000 years. Our system is in the photon belt twice each time. Alcyone is
the name of that sun, and there are about 500 suns which orbit it, not just the 7 sisters.
4. Is it anticipated that we of higher vibration can withstand the full bombardment of the rays or will
we be removed? Some of us will do fine. Most people will freak out with lots of death from fright
alone. The removal is related to the massive earth changes that will happen as an outworking of it.
That is the point of Stasis in part, to protect life, as the earth changes, from all reasons will be
severe and the atmosphere compromised from the volcanism.
5. The Earth is ascending but I have read things suggesting Earth will be "dismantled." What's
going on with Earth? Earth will not be dismantled. We are returning to rebuild.
I hope you can help me out with these answers. Thank you for fighting the good fight!!

Quoting: * Dawn *

Ok I had looked at your post, but I think I chose to answer later. My brief remarks are in blue
above. On checking back I only answered one question.
firmament
User ID: 5372667
Germany
01/11/2012 03:49 AM
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Hello everyone and much love to all of you.
The "rumbling noise" is being heard all over the world.
It is a deep and strong sound and to me it seems like it has gotten stronger and louder over the
last couple of month, it also seem to last longer.
I have noticed that the rumble is always connected with high winds. Orange skies are being
noticed also. At sunrise the sky is much brighter in the West then where it should be..East.
Inside feeling is less confusing, things get clearer, body seem to respond much easier then before.
I can feel the Wave and it feels like an "all-time high"??
It doesn't feel like sitting on "cloud nine" more like "don't worry" more like "being home".
The ear-ringing changed, it sounds like the constant whisper of the musical tone G.
Unlike previously, it feels comfortable and as being part of myself.

GOD BLESS
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8612788
United States
01/11/2012 11:32 AM
[link to www.youtube.com] I assume this may or may not be the Wave, but these have increased
during the other laps of it. if you don't read Spanish, this is a recent sound that got a lot of attention
on Costa Rica, and they found no quake to match with it. Here's the article. [link to
www.costaricanewssite.com]
The you tube is more clear with headphones. Its only 17sec long.
Please post stuff here you think might be wave related and watch for it on glp and other places, or
post your own if you hear or feel something.
Also I plan at this time to reopen my forum Thursday morning.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I felt strong nausea yesterday, strong energy, and dizzy. Cannot sleep last night, even though i am
lack of sleep these days. Cannot move and feel very tired this morning....
The energy feeling is stronger than the one in August...
Is that from WAVE or spacecraft?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8612788
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United States
01/11/2012 11:36 AM
Well, last night I stayed up past one am talking to a friend. I didn't sleep particularly well, waking
up now and then. anyway, shortly after I went to bed, I was vibrating, and this was because I was
being prepped to go to ship. But I noticed that the bed was vibrating too, and I could hear my
bedroom door vibrating. there was nothing going on to vibrate either. I have noticed this minor
vibrating before like others have in the matter, but hadn't really recently anyway. So I must make
the assumption its the wave affect, or we were having a very long period of quaking.
Nothing of much interest here during that time which when I went to bed was about 7:30 utc. [link
to aslwww.cr.usgs.gov] This is the closest one to me. I assume we must have telemetry
someplace in denver because we have a quake history here, but I have never found any. This is in
Idaho springs, and there is an underground COG there for the US of A. (continuity of government).
for the purpose of laughing I few days ago in the evening dusk, I heard a new sound, seemed a bit
to the south, inside and more intense out side and I could not place it, and it still continued for a
long time, until that is, I shut off my sprinkler. I had it on an upside down dishpan to raise it higher
to spray better. that was the strange noise that was slightly south.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I also felt bed vibrating...first i thought it was earthquake, but it was not...how can that happen, bed
vibration?....
I AM
User ID: 7875517
Canada
01/11/2012 11:53 AM
Well, last night I stayed up past one am talking to a friend. I didn't sleep particularly well, waking
up now and then. anyway, shortly after I went to bed, I was vibrating, and this was because I was
being prepped to go to ship. But I noticed that the bed was vibrating too, and I could hear my
bedroom door vibrating. there was nothing going on to vibrate either. I have noticed this minor
vibrating before like others have in the matter, but hadn't really recently anyway. So I must make
the assumption its the wave affect, or we were having a very long period of quaking.
Nothing of much interest here during that time which when I went to bed was about 7:30 utc. [link
to aslwww.cr.usgs.gov] This is the closest one to me. I assume we must have telemetry
someplace in denver because we have a quake history here, but I have never found any. This is in
Idaho springs, and there is an underground COG there for the US of A. (continuity of government).
for the purpose of laughing I few days ago in the evening dusk, I heard a new sound, seemed a bit
to the south, inside and more intense out side and I could not place it, and it still continued for a
long time, until that is, I shut off my sprinkler. I had it on an upside down dishpan to raise it higher
to spray better. that was the strange noise that was slightly south.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I also felt bed vibrating...first i thought it was earthquake, but it was not...how can that happen, bed
vibration?....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8612788
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It is you that is vibrating =) It just feels like it is your bed, pay closer attention, it comes from within
you =)

and it is all good..
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/12/2012 10:16 AM

Thread: Strange Sounds, Strange Rumblings, Sonic Booms, The Hum, Groaning, Earthquake
Connection, Electromagnetic Voices, POST YOUR RECORDINGS HERE (Page 5) more reports
coming in posted here. I just see I did post this link a bit ago, worth opening now and then.
firmament
User ID: 5372667
Germany
01/15/2012 02:25 PM

Hello and much love,
Friday morning I got attacked by a massive head-ache, felt like someone working inside my head
with a Jackhammer, never felt pain like this before. The pressure was so immense that my eyes
closed up and my stomach turned.
It came out of the blue and it left the same way Saturday night, as if a switch was turned on and
off.
Now my back is hurting and it seems like my body is in "flames".
Don't know if this has anything to do with the Energy being released? Or if I'm feeling part of
Mama Earth pain, since I connect myself with her everyday?
Hope you all are doing well.

GOD BLESS

-- AH- Candace GLP #5-5 -- page. 5

DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
01/16/2012 12:08 PM

Another thread here Thread: STRANGE SOUNDS ALL OVER THE WORLD COMPILATION: This
is creeping me right out. They all sound the same and in the past couple days... refering to the
sounds the wave is producing.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/16/2012 02:13 PM

Another thread here Thread: STRANGE SOUNDS ALL OVER THE WORLD COMPILATION: This
is creeping me right out. They all sound the same and in the past couple days... refering to the
sounds the wave is producing.
Quoting: DOK

well here is another one too, pinned. Thread: OMG Google Trends for STRANGE SOUNDS WAY
WAY UP in the Past Week!
I hear strange sounds periodically, have not been walking at night though to listen outside, easier
to here then minus city traffic though. For several weeks my whistling teapot has changed its
whistle, more shrill and loud. I have taken to not filling it full, because the noise then startles me
pretty good. Nothing about the pot has changed except the sound it makes.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/18/2012 08:42 PM
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[link to www.youtube.com] translated.
://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_dV3qpsd89o&feature=player_embedded in Boulder about 25
miles from me.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8267943
United States
01/18/2012 09:11 PM
Wow...it's good to know the bible isn't true and we will simply be changed and everything will be
ok....thanks for your wonderful insights...I mean there is no way you could be wrong and this could
be evil technology being put to use...I mean that would be CRAZY! And that whole judgementy
day and return of christ...that's gotta be BS too. Thank you so much! There won't be any
judgement for the Fallen angels and their cronies...ufo craft should just be ignored for now...that's
not Nephilum!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/18/2012 09:14 PM

Wow...it's good to know the bible isn't true and we will simply be changed and everything will be
ok....thanks for your wonderful insights...I mean there is no way you could be wrong and this could
be evil technology being put to use...I mean that would be CRAZY! And that whole judgementy
day and return of christ...that's gotta be BS too. Thank you so much! There won't be any
judgement for the Fallen angels and their cronies...ufo craft should just be ignored for now...that's
not Nephilum!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8267943

I think you have failed to understand what this is about. better luck next time. the fallen ones who
are still fallen will face the universal COURTS for starters. Christ returned in 1954 already. Like
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this
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8267943
United States
01/18/2012 09:57 PM
Wow...it's good to know the bible isn't true and we will simply be changed and everything will be
ok....thanks for your wonderful insights...I mean there is no way you could be wrong and this could
be evil technology being put to use...I mean that would be CRAZY! And that whole judgementy
day and return of christ...that's gotta be BS too. Thank you so much! There won't be any
judgement for the Fallen angels and their cronies...ufo craft should just be ignored for now...that's
not Nephilum!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8267943

I think you have failed to understand what this is about. better luck next time. the fallen ones who
are still fallen will face the universal COURTS for starters. Christ returned in 1954 already. Like
this :jesus space ship:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

No I think you failed to understand what I'm trying to say. The bible doesn't say a series of waves
is going to come and make groaning noises and change the vib.ration of matter and us...the bible
is clear about the series of events that will unfold. So who do I believe...your new-age theory or the
Bible? I think I'm going with the bible. Good luck to you
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/18/2012 10:00 PM

-- AH- Candace GLP #5-5 -- page. 8

Wow...it's good to know the bible isn't true and we will simply be changed and everything will be
ok....thanks for your wonderful insights...I mean there is no way you could be wrong and this could
be evil technology being put to use...I mean that would be CRAZY! And that whole judgementy
day and return of christ...that's gotta be BS too. Thank you so much! There won't be any
judgement for the Fallen angels and their cronies...ufo craft should just be ignored for now...that's
not Nephilum!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8267943

I think you have failed to understand what this is about. better luck next time. the fallen ones who
are still fallen will face the universal COURTS for starters. Christ returned in 1954 already. Like

this
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

No I think you failed to understand what I'm trying to say. The bible doesn't say a series of waves
is going to come and make groaning noises and change the vib.ration of matter and us...the bible
is clear about the series of events that will unfold. So who do I believe...your new-age theory or the
Bible? I think I'm going with the bible. Good luck to you
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8267943

Yes in fact it does. I believe its in revelations.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8267943
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United States
01/18/2012 10:01 PM
ok prove it...
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/18/2012 10:04 PM

ok prove it...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8267943

gimme time. But I suspect you will reject it, because its been mucked up a bit in translation and
people don't know what the LORD truly is.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/23/2012 02:38 PM

ok prove it...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8267943

gimme time. But I suspect you will reject it, because its been mucked up a bit in translation and
people don't know what the LORD truly is.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Ok I lucked out just a bit ago. Posted in another thread. This is the WAVE from the bible, but
revelations is also about this and I had a copy up on it on the web the other night so I could copy
and paste and then I did't get finished. This is however, excellent. This post refers to somebody
asking me for the bible prophesy of the wave.
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2PETER3 KJV
10But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night; in the which the heavens shall pass
away with a great noise, and the ELEMENT SHALL MELT WITH FERVENT HEAT, THE EARTH
ALSO AND THE WORKDS THAT ARE THERIN SHALL BE BURNED UP.
11Seeing then that all these things shall be dissolved, what manner of persons ought ye to be in
all holy conversation and godliness,
12Looking for and hasting unto the coming of the day of God, wherein the heavens being on fire
shall be dissolved, and the elements shall melt with fervent heat?
13Nevertheless we, according to his promise, look for new heavens and a new earth, wherein
dwelleth righteousness.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/24/2012 12:20 PM

Re: THE WAVE/Face of God/The ONE
[link to www.youtube.com] This was made last February. I missed the thread on it, reposted today
by Mr. Obvious in this thread. Thread: Nepalese Monks Hearing Strange New Sounds Also In The
Caves They Meditate In!!! WTF Is Going On???!?
OMG, now use this for meditation now and then, it is profound and I began hearing some of the
sounds in this early february last year and am hearing them again since mid december or so. the
"musical sounding" ones within this. This is the "new earth" being born. enjoy
----------------------------------------------------------God is divinely kind to sinners. When rebels return to righteousness, they are mercifully received,
“for our God will abundantly pardon.” “I am he who blots out your transgressions for my own sake,
and I will not remember your sins.” “Behold what manner of love the Father has bestowed upon us
that we should be called the sons of God.”
(39.4) 2:5.5 After all, the greatest evidence of the goodness of God and the supreme reason for
loving him is the indwelling gift of the Father — the Adjuster who so patiently awaits the hour when
you both shall be eternally made one. Though you cannot find God by searching, if you will submit
to the leading of the indwelling spirit, you will be unerringly guided, step by step, life by life,
through universe upon universe, and age by age, until you finally stand in the presence of the
Paradise personality of the Universal Father. Quotes from Paper 2, The Nature of God, from the
Urantia Book.

[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS the GLOBAL 2nd Coming Organization in partnership with
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the one you call "Jesus" Any of my personal writings on GLP may be used freely in good intent.
NIP
--------------------------------------------------------------------firmament
User ID: 5372667
Germany
01/24/2012 02:33 PM

[link to www.youtube.com] This was made last February. I missed the thread on it, reposted today
by Mr. Obvious in this thread. Thread: Nepalese Monks Hearing Strange New Sounds Also In The
Caves They Meditate In!!! WTF Is Going On???!?
OMG, now use this for meditation now and then, it is profound and I began hearing some of the
sounds in this early february last year and am hearing them again since mid december or so. the
"musical sounding" ones within this. This is the "new earth" being born. enjoy
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hi NiP,
the sound I be hearing here in Germany, is exactly the same as you hear in this Video around 2:28
till about 2:33
You will feel strong vibrations going through you, while listening to it during a meditation.

Thank you and GOD BLESS
firmament
User ID: 5372667
Germany
01/24/2012 02:35 PM
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need to do this

GOD BLESS

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9490212
United Kingdom
01/24/2012 02:48 PM
NLP who taught you, your beliefs?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/24/2012 02:50 PM

NLP who taught you, your beliefs?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9490212

I don't have "beliefs" If I "beleive" something might be so I will say so.
As to the WAVE I KNOW and recognize the sounds. As to the information the several of us who
are telepathic members of AH publish on the topic of the WAVE, we are given that by the
celestials we work with directly. I am a very old soul from Paradise and I simply KNOW a lot of
stuff because its in my soul record and of my experience over a very long time.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9490212
United Kingdom
01/24/2012 03:03 PM
NLP who taught you, your beliefs?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9490212

I don't have "beliefs" If I "beleive" something might be so I will say so.
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As to the WAVE I KNOW and recognize the sounds. As to the information the several of us who
are telepathic members of AH publish on the topic of the WAVE, we are given that by the
celestials we work with directly. I am a very old soul from Paradise and I simply KNOW a lot of
stuff because its in my soul record and of my experience over a very long time.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

NLP some questions for you,thankyou1.Is there Reincarnation?
2.Is God Love?
3.Is there a Hell?
4.Is there any religions which are close to truth?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/24/2012 08:35 PM

NLP who taught you, your beliefs?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9490212

I don't have "beliefs" If I "beleive" something might be so I will say so.
As to the WAVE I KNOW and recognize the sounds. As to the information the several of us who
are telepathic members of AH publish on the topic of the WAVE, we are given that by the
celestials we work with directly. I am a very old soul from Paradise and I simply KNOW a lot of
stuff because its in my soul record and of my experience over a very long time.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

NLP some questions for you,thankyou1.Is there Reincarnation? YES
2.Is God Love? Creation creates in LOVE.
3.Is there a Hell? NO just nasty lower frequency planets to live on until one grows up.
4.Is there any religions which are close to truth? Close, no, but I surely do like the oriental stuff
I see from time to time. Much truth, but I don't know if they actually have "religions" but
many masters have taught there and much of it seems must better preserved than in
Christianity. Religion is truly YOUR personal relationship with the Father Within.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9490212
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
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01/27/2012 09:15 PM
And here we are waiting until the perfect time for all of humanity to awaken to its grandness.
Are we there yet?
Truth Wave
User ID: 9705493
Portugal
01/28/2012 09:37 AM
NIP, do you have any idea when the big Wave is going to affect the planet? When are people
going to be evacuated? Or you just don’t know?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2955373
United States
01/28/2012 09:39 AM
NIP could you respond to my questions on Page 38 of Stasis, Mini-stasis craft, Jupiter thread?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 8399009
United States
01/29/2012 11:10 PM

NIP, do you have any idea when the big Wave is going to affect the planet? When are people
going to be evacuated? Or you just don’t know?
Quoting: Truth Wave 9705493

Just don't now, it would depend. the evacuation does not need to occur until things are more dire
and these WAVE laps seem a bit slow to manifest. There are lots of reports again and I am
hearing sounds, there was a long rumbling tonight here. I think I have heard some of the weird
sounds with our winds, but the winds are so intense I am not sure. My house is vibrating off and
on again.
Truth Wave
User ID: 9863817
Portugal
01/30/2012 09:39 AM
NIP, do you have any idea when the big Wave is going to affect the planet? When are people
going to be evacuated? Or you just don’t know?
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Quoting: Truth Wave 9705493

Just don't now, it would depend. the evacuation does not need to occur until things are more dire
and these WAVE laps seem a bit slow to manifest. There are lots of reports again and I am
hearing sounds, there was a long rumbling tonight here. I think I have heard some of the weird
sounds with our winds, but the winds are so intense I am not sure. My house is vibrating off and
on again.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

But it was said that Adama and the entire Agartha population were evacuated because the big
danger that this Wave represented for them. Not long after this, the surface population would be
evacuated as well. Tell me, are the Agartha people really living on a big ship? If nobody knows
when this Wave will hit what are they doing there? Waiting?
Many people talk to Adama and he never said to any of them that Agartha was evacuated. AH
was the only one to say this. Hmmm…
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/10/2012 09:11 PM

Ok twice now I have posted here and neither one posted. I thought maybe I hit the cancel button
the first time but not the 2nd.
I am having ear tones and blocks like crazy constantly today. One time I hear a GONG even.
totally new tone in left ear for a time. One ear block lasted over 1/2 hours. some of the sounds are
the wave, others all sorts of stufff.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 10043482
United States
02/23/2012 11:29 PM
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[link to www.youtube.com]
sounds in my city, Iliff street is mentioned in it. around feb 7 or 8
DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
02/24/2012 06:19 AM

We aren't having anything like that yet...would really get your attention though. Those who are not
aware or awake are probably kind of scared...
firmament
User ID: 1446430
Germany
02/24/2012 08:06 AM

[link to www.youtube.com]
sounds in my city, Iliff street is mentioned in it. around feb 7 or 8
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Hi NiP,hi everyone,
just listened to you-tube thanks for sharing, found some German people who recorded the "noise"
also.
After a couple of days in complete silence, the "noise" was heard were I live during day time
Wednesday. It went off and on all afternoon.
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GOD BLESS
PS: Candace, just read about you being on vacation. Hoping you had or still have a nice one.

firmament
User ID: 12222887
Germany
03/11/2012 08:22 AM

Hello Candace, hello everyone, much Love to all of you.
I thought it could be helpful to reread this special chapter of the PJ's again," The Interval of NON
Time" explaining very well all about the Wave and beyond.
Had been posted on glp before, so I just copied it in here.
GLP Thread: Stasis - An Interval of Non-Time

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/11/2012 11:25 AM

Hello Candace, hello everyone, much Love to all of you.
I thought it could be helpful to reread this special chapter of the PJ's again," The Interval of NON
Time" explaining very well all about the Wave and beyond.
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Had been posted on glp before, so I just copied it in here.
GLP Thread: Stasis - An Interval of Non-Time

Quoting: firmament

its in this thread too! probably somewhere before page 5.
firmament
User ID: 12222887
Germany
03/11/2012 01:42 PM

Sorry Candace...I must have overlooked it. Should I delete my post then?

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Where are your I AM's sleepy ones?
User ID: 12018334
United States
03/11/2012 01:49 PM

Sorry Candace...I must have overlooked it. Should I delete my post then?

Quoting: firmament

Nope the thread has other interesting material in it. But to newer readers of this one, I and a
couple others loaded up the first few pages of this thread of a bunch of stuff on the net that might
be considered WAVE material.
firmament
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User ID: 12222887
Germany
03/12/2012 06:44 AM

Sorry Candace...I must have overlooked it. Should I delete my post then?

Quoting: firmament

Nope the thread has other interesting material in it. But to newer readers of this one, I and a
couple others loaded up the first few pages of this thread of a bunch of stuff on the net that might
be considered WAVE material.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/10/2012 02:05 PM

Re: THE WAVE/Face of God/The ONE
Just a comment, I have begun to hear the next lap of the WAVE again. Maybe a week ago now.
The music of the spheres continues at intervals, I think its time for a boost.
-----------------------------------The ONLY thing that matters in a nutshell is that you develop IDEALS set ahead of you and strive
to develop your soul/mind and Heart. Always then will soul progress be made. Just believing on
Jesus does not cut the mustard.

A List of PROFOUND MESSAGES thru AH Telepaths.
I AM the Way, the Truth and the Life. Christ Michael Thru Hazel Melchizedek [link to
abundanthope.net]
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Message to Humanity PaPa Source thru KiboDabi [link to abundanthope.net]
This is the Time of the Resurrection AA Michael thru Hazel Melchizedek [link to
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com]
For Ye Lighted Ones in Knowing from Source (I) thru KiboDabi [link to abundanthope.net]
The New Religion, Father Source thru Hazel Melchizedek [link to abundanthope.net]
No Other Planet Has Walked Personally with Christ Michael as YOU shall DO
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS the GLOBAL 2nd Coming Organization in partnership with
the one you call "Jesus" Any of my personal writings on GLP may be used freely in good intent.
NIP
-------------------------------------Anonymous Coward
User ID: 559309
United States
04/10/2012 02:15 PM
I have seen this wave when it arrives...
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 12832924
Germany
04/10/2012 03:13 PM

Dear Candace,
could it be that the Wave is felt different now?
To me it seems like it is effecting the head/mind much, when before it had more effect on the
body.
It feels like the inside head is pulled up, like the "funny" feeling you get shortly before you fall into
deep meditation, when connecting with the higher-self.
Like being inside an elevator going to fast??

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/10/2012 03:15 PM
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Dear Candace,
could it be that the Wave is felt different now?
To me it seems like it is effecting the head/mind much, when before it had more effect on the
body.
It feels like the inside head is pulled up, like the "funny" feeling you get shortly before you fall into
deep meditation, when connecting with the higher-self.
Like being inside an elevator going to fast??

Quoting: firmament

Well its not fully here yet, but I would think what you are noticing would be night work perhaps?
More tuning up? Being enhanced that is separate from what the wave might do to the general
populace. I am suggesting this process is particular to you and some others. Rather than more
general.
If you have stronger stuff around the top of your head, it could be you are being en circuited more
too. Or perhaps somebody is "knocking" to speak to you and in that case, Pick up the Interior
Phone. You decide.
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 12832924
Germany
04/10/2012 03:48 PM

Dear Candace,
could it be that the Wave is felt different now?
To me it seems like it is effecting the head/mind much, when before it had more effect on the
body.
It feels like the inside head is pulled up, like the "funny" feeling you get shortly before you fall into
deep meditation, when connecting with the higher-self.
Like being inside an elevator going to fast??
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Quoting: firmament

Well its not fully here yet, but I would think what you are noticing would be night work perhaps?
More tuning up? Being enhanced that is separate from what the wave might do to the general
populace. I am suggesting this process is particular to you and some others. Rather than more
general.
If you have stronger stuff around the top of your head, it could be you are being en circuited more
too. Or perhaps somebody is "knocking" to speak to you and in that case, Pick up the Interior
Phone. You decide.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thankyou Candace,
sending love and appreciation your way
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 12832924
Germany
04/24/2012 11:02 AM

Hi everyone,
the Wave can be heard right now. (noticed since Sunday)
Peace & Light
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 12:03 PM
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Hi everyone,
the Wave can be heard right now. (noticed since Sunday)
Peace & Light
Quoting: firmament

its here and on stereo
msz
Love energy can change the world
User ID: 14970932
United States
04/24/2012 02:49 PM

Hi everyone,
the Wave can be heard right now. (noticed since Sunday)
Peace & Light
Quoting: firmament

its here and on stereo
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I am not hearing/feeling it
what are you hearing or feeling?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1473848
United States
04/24/2012 02:59 PM
Nothing. Like always. Talk but nothing else. Get used to it.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 04:10 PM

Nothing. Like always. Talk but nothing else. Get used to it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473848

Put your head on a pillow, relax thoroughly and LISTEN UP. You might just hear it. Its visible on
stereo. Just because you don't make an effort to perceive, doesn't mean its not there. It comes in
laps, gathers information, returns to Paradise where the info is analyzed and the next one sent out
based on the analysis. It is very difficult to raise up the matter of this world, but it is rising. I can
often heare the music of the spheres, which is proof positive to ME because I KNOW THESES
THINGS. All planets of even a little higher vibration than this one SING.
I also am removing a post above, I don't understand why the poster placed it, a long list of strange
stuff, no linky so I have no idea of the intent.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 04:17 PM

Hi everyone,
the Wave can be heard right now. (noticed since Sunday)
Peace & Light
Quoting: firmament

its here and on stereo
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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I am not hearing/feeling it
what are you hearing or feeling?
Quoting: msz

Hearing, but its not heard outside the head except when it causes the trumpets. I am sometimes
picking up the slight trembling of the matter too of my own house, comes and goes. Those that
have their kundalini and thus a lot of DNA hooking should be able to perceive it if in a state of semi
meditation. Others may not be able too yet, but they will when it get far more obvious.
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 12832924
Germany
04/24/2012 04:32 PM

Hi everyone,
the Wave can be heard right now. (noticed since Sunday)
Peace & Light
Quoting: firmament

its here and on stereo
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I am not hearing/feeling it
what are you hearing or feeling?
Quoting: msz

Hearing, but its not heard outside the head except when it causes the trumpets. I am sometimes
picking up the slight trembling of the matter too of my own house, comes and goes. Those that
have their kundalini and thus a lot of DNA hooking should be able to perceive it if in a state of semi
meditation. Others may not be able too yet, but they will when it get far more obvious.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Yes it is not like it was before, it comes from inside or is heard inside the head. Putting on
earphones makes it more intense and easier hearing it. It is higher than the last time but not
uncomfortable, it does not sound disturbing like having "tinnitus" would.
I tried to meditate on it but fell asleep.
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Peace & Light
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 04:34 PM

...

its here and on stereo
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I am not hearing/feeling it
what are you hearing or feeling?
Quoting: msz

Hearing, but its not heard outside the head except when it causes the trumpets. I am sometimes
picking up the slight trembling of the matter too of my own house, comes and goes. Those that
have their kundalini and thus a lot of DNA hooking should be able to perceive it if in a state of semi
meditation. Others may not be able too yet, but they will when it get far more obvious.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Yes it is not like it was before, it comes from inside or is heard inside the head. Putting on
earphones makes it more intense and easier hearing it. It is higher than the last time but not
uncomfortable, it does not sound disturbing like having "tinnitus" would.
I tried to meditate on it but fell asleep.
Peace & Light
Quoting: firmament
I'm hearing it pretty good right now, even with the fan running on high and the tv.
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 12832924
Germany
04/24/2012 04:40 PM
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Does it have this "sizzling" character to you to?
I hear it like a constant sizzling.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14688355
South Africa
04/24/2012 05:55 PM
Hi Candace
I loved what you said somewhere here - 'blessed are those that feel like shit' or words to that
effect!! Oh, how I do relate! I had such a laugh, I almost cried.
Anyway, my body has been trembling and/vibrating something silly for the past week or so, along
with restless, achy legs at night and endless pain behind the eyes, often waking up with such
swollen, light-sensitive eyes I have to keeps my sunglasses on all day. I'm never really sure where
the vibrating is sourced..sometimes it feels like the nervous system is producing the
shakes/trembles and other times it feel like a trembling vibration from deep within me/without
somewhere.
And to top off all that blessed discomfort, for dessert today...an intense all-day right temple pineal
gland? headache of (painful) note.
On a much more positive note, feline surgery at night on my now adjusted/expanded head is
ending...so I'm told. Yaaaay!!

SK
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 06:18 PM

Hi Candace
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I loved what you said somewhere here - 'blessed are those that feel like shit' or words to that
effect!! Oh, how I do relate! I had such a laugh, I almost cried.
Anyway, my body has been trembling and/vibrating something silly for the past week or so, along
with restless, achy legs at night and endless pain behind the eyes, often waking up with such
swollen, light-sensitive eyes I have to keeps my sunglasses on all day. I'm never really sure where
the vibrating is sourced..sometimes it feels like the nervous system is producing the
shakes/trembles and other times it feel like a trembling vibration from deep within me/without
somewhere.
And to top off all that blessed discomfort, for dessert today...an intense all-day right temple pineal
gland? headache of (painful) note.
On a much more positive note, feline surgery at night on my now adjusted/expanded head is
ending...so I'm told. Yaaaay!!

SK
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14688355

Hi SK, i have had a huge increase also. Perhaps a little magnesium citrate might help with the
legs. well I went thru a bunch of that awhile back on the expanding head thing. There are not
sutures on area above the ears, and after headaches for a couple weeks or more, my head was
expanded during the night in those directions. Twice that I know of. The first time I woke when I
was brought back from ship in really terrible shape, but it wore off over a few hours. Nausea,,
headache, terrible sweating etc. It woke me up. Then the next time but not as bad. Each time, my
headphones were tighter. Probably both your nervous system and your finer body involved. Plus
coming back from craft or being prepared for beam up will produce that too. If you notice it when
you think you went to ship, before and when you return you are being prepped for
dematerialization.
I experienced this heavily also during a period of time at least 4 summers ago when I was trying to
learn to dematerialize myself to ship. I succeeded finally, well not to ship but dematerializing
myself, rematerialized moments later. It takes so much mental energy to do that. I chose not to
continue but it was worth the several attempts that finally resulted in the one success. I sorta was
so surprised I didn't myself all the way to the craft. The feeling when doing it yourself, as you
approach the point, is like riding down a steep incline on a roller coaster. And the vibrating is
INTENSE. In fact the vibrating at that stage always caused me to abort it, but I finally did it ONCE.
You have to get your body to 1000 mega hertz or gigaherzt, I forget now, but 1000 of those
puppies to dematerialize.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14842010
United States
04/24/2012 06:24 PM
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Does it have this "sizzling" character to you to?
I hear it like a constant sizzling.

Quoting: firmament

yes but with a crystal sound to it. sort of like running your finger on a crystal glass.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 14688355
South Africa
04/25/2012 03:06 AM
Hi Candace
I loved what you said somewhere here - 'blessed are those that feel like shit' or words to that
effect!! Oh, how I do relate! I had such a laugh, I almost cried.
Anyway, my body has been trembling and/vibrating something silly for the past week or so, along
with restless, achy legs at night and endless pain behind the eyes, often waking up with such
swollen, light-sensitive eyes I have to keeps my sunglasses on all day. I'm never really sure where
the vibrating is sourced..sometimes it feels like the nervous system is producing the
shakes/trembles and other times it feel like a trembling vibration from deep within me/without
somewhere.
And to top off all that blessed discomfort, for dessert today...an intense all-day right temple pineal
gland? headache of (painful) note.
On a much more positive note, feline surgery at night on my now adjusted/expanded head is
ending...so I'm told. Yaaaay!!

SK
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 14688355

Hi SK, i have had a huge increase also. Perhaps a little magnesium citrate might help with the
legs. well I went thru a bunch of that awhile back on the expanding head thing. There are not
sutures on area above the ears, and after headaches for a couple weeks or more, my head was
expanded during the night in those directions. Twice that I know of. The first time I woke when I
was brought back from ship in really terrible shape, but it wore off over a few hours. Nausea,,
headache, terrible sweating etc. It woke me up. Then the next time but not as bad. Each time, my
headphones were tighter. Probably both your nervous system and your finer body involved. Plus
coming back from craft or being prepared for beam up will produce that too. If you notice it when
you think you went to ship, before and when you return you are being prepped for
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dematerialization.
I experienced this heavily also during a period of time at least 4 summers ago when I was trying to
learn to dematerialize myself to ship. I succeeded finally, well not to ship but dematerializing
myself, rematerialized moments later. It takes so much mental energy to do that. I chose not to
continue but it was worth the several attempts that finally resulted in the one success. I sorta was
so surprised I didn't myself all the way to the craft. The feeling when doing it yourself, as you
approach the point, is like riding down a steep incline on a roller coaster. And the vibrating is
INTENSE. In fact the vibrating at that stage always caused me to abort it, but I finally did it ONCE.
You have to get your body to 1000 mega hertz or gigaherzt, I forget now, but 1000 of those
puppies to dematerialize.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

That was so helpful, Candace, thank you! Particularly as dematerialisation prepping never crossed
my mind. I dont think I have your stamina left in me to focus on doing that consciously right now. It
just feels like there's so much loaded on me/in me every single day. But here's a thing: I keep
getting the sense of 'transferring' my essence somewhere, like to another 'me'/form. Or maybe it's
coming INTO me from my HS...I can't discern properly. If it's leaving me to go to another form, it
makes absolutely NO sense why this physical body is being put through all this...
On the head 'surgery', my cat's paws were glued to the area just behind my ears and further up my
head..for months, producing this sickening head pain almost all day, every day. Most of my
physical pain for the past months has all been located in the head, neck, shoulder areas.I had a
spiritual tantrum the other night and asked for just ONE GOOD DAY every so often. So far so
good this am...we'll see.
One of the other weird symptoms I've had for the past couple of weeks is waking up sweating with
that 'seal/opening' on the back of the neck radiating an intense heat. Do you know what that
means?
And then last night I was chatting with some on ship when I suddenly saw myself fitted with
something attached to my head. It was like a suction skull cap attached to a long tube which went
directly to ship, attaching to the ship also as a suction style thing that side. All of it was silver in
colour. I was told this was some kind of communication device..does this sound familiar to you?
godsgirl008
User ID: 15021127
New Zealand
04/25/2012 03:22 AM

in the beginning there was the word and the word was sound! solfeggio frequencies: also read
Georgian chants
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 12832924
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Germany
04/25/2012 04:57 AM

Does it have this "sizzling" character to you to?
I hear it like a constant sizzling.

Quoting: firmament

yes but with a crystal sound to it. sort of like running your finger on a crystal glass.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you, this is exactly it! By the way, the Wave got real "loud" in the afternoon yesterday (your
timezone + 6 hours)and still is.
There are a couple of people in my neighborhood, talking about having extreme bad headaches.
More and more people feel like they have to change their "Lifestyle".....

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 15298603
United States
04/30/2012 01:11 AM
Car Alarms are going off all over Georgia its like the magnetic waves that China send through the
air waves to scan our electronics and to shut down our technogoly this is happenin g all over
United States Im telling you alarms and cars are starting all over the Unitede States get ready God
only can protect from here on in.
Phaedrus
Suburban Monk
User ID: 14585552
United Kingdom
04/30/2012 05:52 PM

There are a couple of people in my neighborhood, talking about having extreme bad headaches.
Quoting: firmament
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Yes, same here .. bad/persistent headaches ..
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 8470841
United States
04/30/2012 05:57 PM

There are a couple of people in my neighborhood, talking about having extreme bad headaches.
Quoting: firmament

Yes, same here .. bad/persistent headaches ..
Quoting: Phaedrus

is your skull expanding at all, this is one possible cause.
Soul Wave
User ID: 15437447
United Kingdom
05/02/2012 06:53 PM
I can hear the ringing in both ears, it is more pronounced at night. It ranges from sizzling to actual
ringing and has multi tones. I also get a kind of chattering of my teeth, like when cold but very
gentle and much faster as of higher octave. Also get static energy movements above my head as
if a cord or funnel is moving about.
It's all good.
KATTJT
User ID: 14295802
United States
05/03/2012 11:36 PM
Hey NIP what do you know about metatrons cube been reading another thread thats talking about
it?? TIA
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15412720
United States
05/04/2012 05:52 PM
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Hey NIP what do you know about metatrons cube been reading another thread thats talking about
it?? TIA
Quoting: KATTJT 14295802

Not much in this lifetime. Sacred geometries not my interest in this particular life. I don't think it is 2
dimensional though, Its three. The figure drawing is "familiar" to me, but
For you UB readers, Metatron as an angel is a Trinity Teacher Son long active on this planet.
What is the linky of the thread? I got a scribd membership now that I finally have really good
internet speed and have been downloading spiritual material all day. Included an enoch one with
metatron stuff in it, but doubt I will get to that one. There is a lot of sacred geometry stuff in print on
there.
kattjt
User ID: 14295802
United States
05/04/2012 05:58 PM
well according to the thread metatron is putting our souls in the cube when we die, we are living in
a sim sorta world UFO's and everything is not real.... They are incharge of destroying metatrons
cube to free us all...
kattjt
User ID: 14295802
United States
05/04/2012 06:18 PM
NIP the thread is gods and goddess...I would llike to get your opinion on it...TIA
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15412720
United States
05/04/2012 07:26 PM
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NIP the thread is gods and goddess...I would llike to get your opinion on it...TIA
Quoting: kattjt 14295802

do I hafta? I actually went a few pages into that thread, did it finally improve? What page should I
start at?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15412720
United States
05/04/2012 07:27 PM

well according to the thread metatron is putting our souls in the cube when we die, we are living in
a sim sorta world UFO's and everything is not real.... They are incharge of destroying metatrons
cube to free us all...
Quoting: kattjt 14295802

OH MY GAWD, if that is so, what absolute crap, but do advise me on what page this starts.
Metatron is a Trinity Teacher Son, HE TEACHES. He does not do such stuff.
kattjt
User ID: 14295802
United States
05/04/2012 07:57 PM
thats the opposite of what they say metatron is... yikes...the thing is some of what they are saying
resonates with me...lol
KUTRO
User ID: 15889101
United States
05/11/2012 01:06 PM
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Hello Candace,
When I wake up at 4:00 a.m. to go to work, sometimes I here a horn sound almost like the ones
you here in soccer games except it sounds very faint like it is far away and can barely hear it. Is
this mother Gaia or the wave? It happens early in the morning when it is very quiet.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15866613
United States
05/11/2012 01:30 PM

Hello Candace,
When I wake up at 4:00 a.m. to go to work, sometimes I here a horn sound almost like the ones
you here in soccer games except it sounds very faint like it is far away and can barely hear it. Is
this mother Gaia or the wave? It happens early in the morning when it is very quiet.
Quoting: KUTRO

It might be, particularly if it hasn't been there before. Could be traffic, or a factory too. Usually
when I do hear it, its all around me, hard to discern the direction, but lots of folks have heard many
of the new noises coming from a particular direction too, could be deep magna movement or
movement on fractures too.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 15866613
United States
05/11/2012 01:30 PM

Hello Candace,
When I wake up at 4:00 a.m. to go to work, sometimes I here a horn sound almost like the ones
you here in soccer games except it sounds very faint like it is far away and can barely hear it. Is
this mother Gaia or the wave? It happens early in the morning when it is very quiet.
Quoting: KUTRO

It might be, particularly if it hasn't been there before. Could be traffic, or a factory too. Usually
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when I do hear it, its all around me, hard to discern the direction, but lots of folks have heard many
of the new noises coming from a particular direction too, could be deep magna movement or
movement on fractures too.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 15866613
United States
05/11/2012 01:30 PM

Re: THE WAVE/Face of God/The ONE
Hello Candace,
When I wake up at 4:00 a.m. to go to work, sometimes I here a horn sound almost like the ones
you here in soccer games except it sounds very faint like it is far away and can barely hear it. Is
this mother Gaia or the wave? It happens early in the morning when it is very quiet.
Quoting: KUTRO

It might be, particularly if it hasn't been there before. Could be traffic, or a factory too. Usually
when I do hear it, its all around me, hard to discern the direction, but lots of folks have heard many
of the new noises coming from a particular direction too, could be deep magna movement or
movement on fractures too.
--------------------------------------------------------“All knowledge existeth.
All knowledge cometh to man in its season.
Cosmic messengers periodically give to man
such knowledge of My cosmos as man is able to comprehend,
but that which he can bear is like unto a thimbleful
out of mighty ocean, for man is but beginning to comprehend.
“When man knoweth Light then he will know no limitations,
But man must know the Light for himself and none there
Can be who can make words of it, for Light knoweth Light
And there need be no words.” Walter Russell, Divine Illiad

NIP: The ONLY thing that matters in a nutshell is that you develop IDEALS set ahead of you and
strive to develop your soul/mind and Heart. Always then will soul progress be made. Just believing
on Jesus does not cut the mustard. What cuts the mustard is your efforts at knowledge.
AbundantHope is THE 2nd Coming organization, and a ground/heaven partnership with Jesus
himself. [link to www.abundanthope.net]
----------------------------------------------------------
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firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
05/30/2012 06:52 PM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation
Re: THE WAVE/Face of God/The ONE
Hi everybody and much Love to you,
I'm not sure if this is related to the Wave coming in, but since Sunday I had this feeling twice, very
strong, happened without a warning.
I took a nice long walk with my dog, when suddenly it felt as if my heart had slowed down and I
thought I would faint. At the same time I felt real "light" as if I had lifted off from the ground. By the
time I realized what has happened, it was gone. Funny thing was, that I had the impression of
being much taller than I am, plus the impression of the ground beneath my feet being much further
away. The colors of the Trees seemed softer, everything looked more filigree. This impression
stayed with me for over an hour.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
05/30/2012 08:28 PM

Hi everybody and much Love to you,
I'm not sure if this is related to the Wave coming in, but since Sunday I had this feeling twice, very
strong, happened without a warning.
I took a nice long walk with my dog, when suddenly it felt as if my heart had slowed down and I
thought I would faint. At the same time I felt real "light" as if I had lifted off from the ground. By the
time I realized what has happened, it was gone. Funny thing was, that I had the impression of
being much taller than I am, plus the impression of the ground beneath my feet being much further
away. The colors of the Trees seemed softer, everything looked more filigree. This impression
stayed with me for over an hour.
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Quoting: firmament

I don't know for sure, during the weekend I had a lot of vertigo and other stuff that I have not had
for a time, usually coming from adjusting the tilt or doing a little axis shifting.
firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
05/31/2012 01:13 AM

Hi everybody and much Love to you,
I'm not sure if this is related to the Wave coming in, but since Sunday I had this feeling twice, very
strong, happened without a warning.
I took a nice long walk with my dog, when suddenly it felt as if my heart had slowed down and I
thought I would faint. At the same time I felt real "light" as if I had lifted off from the ground. By the
time I realized what has happened, it was gone. Funny thing was, that I had the impression of
being much taller than I am, plus the impression of the ground beneath my feet being much further
away. The colors of the Trees seemed softer, everything looked more filigree. This impression
stayed with me for over an hour.

Quoting: firmament

I don't know for sure, during the weekend I had a lot of vertigo and other stuff that I have not had
for a time, usually coming from adjusting the tilt or doing a little axis shifting.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thankyou
Moonlight Lotus
User ID: 2563394
United States
06/03/2012 04:40 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation
Re: THE WAVE/Face of God/The ONE
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firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 14463438
Germany
08/04/2012 06:18 PM

Re: THE WAVE/Face of God/The ONE
Hello and much Love to all of you,
as some of you probably noticed the Wave was/is hitting hard again. Inside the head/ears and all
around oneself, there is this "electrical singing" one can hear.
Many People complain about being unable to concentrate. At work the "usual" seem to becoming
a task, impossible to fulfill. No goodnight sleep, waking up 3-4 times.
Just wanted to let you know in case someone feels similar, don't worry. Embrace the Gift of the
Wave, which is AWARENESS.

I AM THAT I AM and so are YOU
LOVE does conquer all!
Christ is not a Name, it is a state of being!
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 14463438
Germany
09/24/2012 09:44 AM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP

Putting this here, for all the ones who want to know why they have "ear-tones" or other
unusual body-symptoms not knowing where they come from.
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Incoming Energy Waves
By Nebadonia thru Rubens
Sep 23, 2012 - 11:53:58 AM

Incoming Energy Waves
Nebadonia thru Rubens Sept 21, 2012

Hello Rubens; this is your sister Nebadonia, yes, the same one, consort of your brother CM. I am
here to announce the arrival of waves of energy and the ensuing precipitation of series of events
that must occur on your beloved planet Gaia. What such arrival does is to allow all elements to
align themselves properly as if by divine hands so that the manifestation of the 3DD that you are
so expecting on Earth can take place in the fashion that it ought to without creating havoc on your
ground; that is not to say that there will not be any catastrophes occurring during and after such
event but , there is sort of a cushioning of multiple blows (as conceived from your point of view) so
that we do not provoke a lot more than needed in terms of geological events and their
consequential departures of ones on the ground.

This is a much needed happening for it as has been forecast some time ago and it is a divine
occurrence that must take place in order to create the atmosphere needed to have an adequate
terrain that will see the beginning of a long process of entering into Light and Life. Yes, dear, as
you will know it that is the aim of all that is to occur. I, Nebadonia, Creative Spirit of Nebadon am
joyous at the prospect of that which will become soon your long awaited turn of events.

I am Nebadonia and greet all of you good bye in the hope that we shall see one another soon.
Adieu my children

Candace: several of our other telepaths have also received notice of serious change and have
posted small notes on the forum.

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it
can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
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